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working of local bodies
The committee then review   the  development  of  representative   institutions   and
remark as bellow on the working- of local bodies :—
•We find that the working of local bodies in recent years has been subjected to
adverse criticism; but it does not appear to be sufficiently realised by the critics tnat
responsibility was suddenly transferred from trained officers, supported by adequate
technical staff and with the resources of the revenue department generally at tneir
disposal for purposes of inspection and check, to unofficial bodies operating in some
cases with inadequate technical staff and in an atmostphere charged with resentment
acainst and suspicion of, official control. Where, in the first years of the reformed
constitution^ advice from experienced officials might have been of great value to local
bodies, the condition were such that the latter were as little likely to ask for it as
the former were certain to feel diffident in offering it. Circumstances thus combined,
to render the task of local bodies, in these first years of their emancipation from
official control, one of unexampled difficulty. It would be unsafe, as well as unfair,
to attempt to draw too definite conclusions as to the future of local self-government
from the history of the past nine years. To us the -vender is, not that these bodies
should have failed in some instances to maintain their former efficiency, but that
their general level of working should have remained so high. Many of the defects,
in our opinion, were the inevitable result of the suddenness with which the transi-
tion from official tutelage to complete freedom was made. They do not connote ^ an
inability on the part of the people to manage their own affairs through the medium
of representative institutions.
the dyarchy
The nine provinces are now governed by a divided Executive, the Governor-in-
Gouncil controlling the reserved" subjects while the Governor with Ministers is res-
ponsible for the transferred subjects. The alternatives before us are either to retain
dyarchy, whether in its present or in. a modified form, or to abolish the distinction
between reserved and transferred subjects and set up a unitary form of Government.
The present system was devised as a temporary expedient ; it is highly
artificial, has many inherent defects and involves grave disadvantages. That
the system has worked even moderately well since its inception is a tribute to the
men who have worked it, rather than an argument in favour of its continuance. The
King's Government has been carried on in spite of, and not because of, dyarchy.
There is, in fact, a preponderating volume of opinion, both official and non-official, in
favour of the abolition of dyarchy and the institution of a unitary system of government
in the provinces. Apart from the views of individuals, it is only the United Provinces
Government and the Bombay Provincial Committee who, as a body, recommended the
continuance of dyarchy. The Bombay Provincial Committee would retain the depart-
ment of Law and Order as a reserved subject only for a period of five years, after
which it should be open to the provincial legislature to demand the transfer of this
last remnant of dyarehy, to the control of responsible ministers. The United Pro-
vinces Government, while recommending the retention of a modified system of dyarchy
would widen the field 6f responsibility by the transfer of further subjects,
uxitary system of government recommended
In view of this consensus of opinion among those who have had first-hand ex-
perience of dyarchy, the majority of us have no hesitation in recommending that the
Executive Government in the nine major provinces and in the province of Sind if
separated from Bombay, should consist of a Governor appointed by the Crown and
ministers responsible to the legislature. We consider that the distinction between reserv-
SvJSs ifansiferr^d |ub^ects ^ould be abolished and that all subjects save those
specifically classified as central, should be provincial. The only exception we
rf°rt£ Lf¥r° thlS general mle,is l^i111 Be^'al> Allowing the recommenation
01 t&e local Government, we would retain law and order in charge of a member
not directly responsible to the legislature.	*	u««uuei
strength of the cabinet
On consideration of the local conditions and the recommendations nf tti*
various provincial Governments and committees, we recommendthat the cabinet
tfUld T"1St, °uf SSh.fc Asters in Madras, six in the United Provinces five fn
Bombay, Bengal the Punjab and Burma, four in Bihar and Orissa and' Assam

